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QUACK LIKE
A DUCK

The voices on our nation’s airwaves are under attack. Features editor Claire Allison
(safely hidden behind her chosen field of print media) looks at whether our standards

of speech are slipping, or whether it’s just our language evolving.

‘‘An army of airheads has been let
loose, who have no business being
anywhere near a microphone.
They don’t speak, they quack.’’
Lindsay Perigo

A
round the ragged rocks, the
ragged rascal ran.
This little speech exercise
has stuck in my brain for
30 years.
The point of it was, from

memory, to stop me talking through my
nose, and actually open my mouth to
speak. Because to do it, you have to drop
your jaw to get all those ‘‘r’’ sounds out.

The speech and drama lessons were
provided by my form one teacher,
who was also a speech and drama
tutor. It meant she didn’t have
an entire year of listening to
my nasal drone and a few
years’ tutelage resulted in me
being able to talk proper.

Ha! See what I did there? Put
down your pen, I did it on purpose.

I’m hardly BBC English, but I do
try.

Oh, and milk. Not mulk.
But does it really matter? If I’m

making you a coffee and ask if you
take mulk, you’ll most likely know
that I mean milk.

During the past week, the ‘‘yes it
does matter’’ brigade has been led
by former television newsreader
and interviewer Lindsay Perigo.
Responding to him and his sup-
porters has been University of
Canterbury linguistics expert
Kevin Watson, who has put for-
ward the view that change is not
necessarily a bad – or even new –
thing.

Perigo blogged that television
news bulletins were now unwatch-
able – or more precisely, unlistenable.

‘‘An army of airheads has been let
loose on the airwaves, who have no busi-
ness being anywhere near a microphone
sounding the way they do. They don’t
speak, they quack.’’

Perigo says the problem is not restric-
ted to the nation’s airwaves; saying ‘‘the
barbarians have not stormed our ram-
parts; they have been bred within them
– by our schools, universities and media.
They are on radio and television, and on
our sports fields; they are in our class-
rooms, theatres, medical schools and law
faculties’’.

He discussed the ‘‘quacking, droning,
grunting and mumbling’’;
says their ‘‘yeah-no’’,
‘‘you know’’, ‘‘like,
‘‘awesome’’, ‘‘cool’’ and
‘‘wodevva’’ is the bane
of coherent conver-
sation, and refers to

mangled vowels and muddied conson-
ants.

‘‘Their employers, far from being
alarmed by the situation and sending
their uneducated charges off for re-
medial speech training, embrace the
barbarian triumph as a victory for the
authentic Kiwi accent. It is nothing of
the sort. The quacking epidemic
spawned by TVNZ and TV3 is now a
national plague, an unseemly blight on a
nation claiming to be civilised.

‘‘The locus of their emissions is not
the mouth but the nose. Their assault on
the English language is a (n)ational scan-
dal. Theirs is not an accent; it is a dis-
ease.’’

That last line was astonishingly simi-
lar to one used more than 100 years ago,
in a magazine called The Triad; ‘‘The
New Zealand accent itself was respon-
sible for ‘minor throat and nasal dis-
orders’.’’

So, 100 years ago, the New Zealand
accent was making people sick; and
seemingly, still is.

Perigo says he is not demanding
newsreaders and others speak like the
Queen, but says, ‘‘is it too much to ask
that they sound like educated adults?’’

But Kevin Watson, lecturer in the De-
partment of Linguistics at the University
of Canterbury, takes a different view.

Watson’s well aware Perigo is by no
means the only person expressing the
view that our language standards are

slipping, but says that view is being
expressed in the United King-
dom and no doubt in the United
States as well, and the change
we’re seeing isn’t anything to
do with sloppiness.

‘‘Language is changing and the New
Zealand accent is no different. People
usually think that any sort of language
change is bad, but the language system
is very good at sorting itself out. People
want to be understood, and any language
change which meant they were not being
understood would not catch on.’’

Watson says things like the use of the
word ‘‘like’’ and dropping the ‘‘l’’ sound
are often used more by younger speakers
and not just in New Zealand.

‘‘The fact they are used more by the
young means they are relatively new,
and so people don’t like them. It’s a
social thing, each generation thinks that
the youngsters are to blame and it’s not
as good as before.

‘‘People hark back to the golden age of
all sorts of things, and blame the youth;
for their shocking sense of fashion, bad
taste in music . . . and the use of
language is just another example of the

same sort of thing.’’
Language myths abound in this field;

the one coming into play in this debate is
the view that there is one form of ‘‘pro-
per English’’, and that any form of
language that doesn’t meet this standard
is somehow ‘‘inferior’’.

That can stem from the view that ‘‘pro-
per English’’ is the English spoken by
the upper classes; or the people in power.
This arises from ‘‘standard English’’ be-
ing taken from the dialect spoken in the
southeast of England; the part of Eng-
land where the power was based, in gov-
ernment and at Cambridge and Oxford.
It was also the variety that made it into
the Bible and school textbooks.

Watson warns against making the
connection between someone’s style of

language and their level of education or
intelligence.

‘‘People make these sorts of con-
nections all the time, based on their first
impressions of a person, and it is really
dangerous to do so.

‘‘If someone has a linguistic feature
which is not part of standard dialect, we
should not assume that their variety of
language is somehow less structured or
more sloppy than another dialect.’’

The key message there is that ‘‘differ-
ent’’ does not necessarily mean ‘‘in-
ferior’’.

Is it the ‘‘New Zild’’ accent or poor
enunciation that’s raising the ire of
some?

‘‘From a linguistic perspective, these
are the same – accent and enunciation
are just someone’s pronunciation. But in
people’s general view, enunciation is
usually used when someone wants to in-
voke an argument to do with clarity –
the sort of view which says ‘an accent is
fine as long as you enunciate clearly’.
This is problematic, because who
decides what counts as ‘clear’?’’

Watson says a Kiwi accent won’t cause
any clarity issues in New Zealand, but
put that Kiwi accent in Glasgow, and it
might – and vice versa.

He says the ‘‘BBC English’’ that we
might have heard on television and
radio in the past, wouldn’t be as much of
a feature in Britain now either.

Asked if there’s a happy middle
ground between BBC English and the
New Zild accent, Watson says he
wouldn’t put those two aspects at each
end of a continuum.

‘‘There’s no doubt you could have a
more formal New Zealand English at one
end of a scale and a more informal
accent at the other, and there’s middle
ground if you do that.

‘‘It’s more related to things like for-
mality – we speak more formally in
situations we perceived to be more for-
mal, and less formally in situations we
feel more relaxed in. In the more infor-
mation contexts, our accents generally
get ‘‘broader’’. We have good control
over our linguistic system, really, even if
we don’t always know explicitly what
we’re doing with our language.’’

Watson points out that BBC English is
probably spoken by less than 3 per cent
of the British population now, and says
he has noted even Prince Harry – third
in line to the throne and the Queen’s
grandson – uses glottal stops.

‘‘So if the Queen’s grandson isn’t
speaking the Queen’s English, who is?’’


